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Gentleman’s Journal steps aboard the
Camper & Nicholsons superyacht Illusion V
superyacht in Malta for a boys’ weekend away
to test out the latest summer trends for daytime
fun and night-time entertaining
Photography by ADAM FUSSELL
S t y l i n g b y H O L LY M A C N A G H T E N
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Perfectly poised for both private use and charter, the motor
yacht Illusion V has been designed as a relaxed and stylish family
home at sea. Opulent materials, including Lalique glass, exotic
woods, coconut weave, mother-of-pearl, onyx and parchment, are
ingeniously employed throughout her interior and exterior design.
Boasting a precision layout combining style with space and
comfort, her external design is the result of the Benetti design team,
with considerable input from the designer duo Green & Mingarelli.
Full height windows on her main deck flood her sumptuous interior
with an abundance of natural light, and also promise unspoiled
views. Her vast master suite can be found on the main deck, and
below a full width VIP stateroom and four large staterooms with
lavish ensuite bathrooms in rich cream stone and onyx. The main
deck also has a full bar (one of six on board) and beach area, allowing
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maximum privacy for relaxing or entertaining as well as easy access
to the water or one of her many water toys. The toy list is incredible
and guests can choose from flying on the jet board to the aquatic fun
on the seabob and scuba diving. The lower deck is a spacious beach
area. Everything has been carefully planned for optimum privacy,
comfort and fun and all her decks provide guests with a multitude of
entertainment areas and secluded zones.
The latest movies are on offer in the cinema on the bridge deck,
cocktails at sunset can be served in the Jacuzzi, and guests can work
off all that indulgence with the state-of-the-art gym equipment
on the sun deck. The sun deck is itself spectacular, offering clear
uninterrupted views form the rear sunloungers to the raised foredeck
Jacuzzi area. At the centre of the sun deck is a large dining area that
can be used year round thanks to clear doors fore and aft.

Previous spread Swim shorts £120; shirt £155, both by Vilebrequin
This page
George (left) wears: Trousers by Michael Kors, £260. Shirt by Officine Generale, £155. Jacket by Club Monaco, £420. Belt by Tod’s, £170
Joe (centre) wears: Shirt by Canali, £115. Jacket by dunhill, £1,210. Trousers by Club Monaco, £130
Andrew (right) wears: Shirt by Hackett, £115. Jacket by Caruso, £785. Shorts by Polo Ralph Lauren, £110
Opposite Shirt by Richard James Mayfair, £65. Jacket by Caruso, £POA. Trousers by Incotex, £200
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Opposite Shirt by Vilebrequin, £155. Trousers by Sunspel, £115
Top Shirt by Acne Studios, £160. Trousers by Hackett, £145. Belt £175; shoes £360, both by Tod’s
Above (left) Shirt by Orlebar Brown, £115
Above (right) Shirt by Canali, £175. Trousers by Polo Ralph Lauren, £145. Belt by Mulberry, £175. Sunglasses by Ray-Ban, £99
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This page Shirt by Berluti, £310. Trousers, £115; belt £170, both by Tod’s. Sunglasses by Ray-Ban, £87
Opposite Trousers by Polo Ralph Lauren, £145. Hat by Frescobol Carioca, £160
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This page (top) Swim shorts from left to right: £150 Frescobol Carioca; £120, Vilebrequin; £120 by Vilebrequin
This page (bottom left) Swim shorts by Frescobol Carioca , £150
This page (bottom right) Swim shorts by Robinson Les Bains,£150. Shirt by Robinson Les Bains, £154. Sunglasses by Westward Leaning, £170
Opposite Swim shorts by Frescobol Carioca, £150
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Previous page, left to right Shirt by Canali, £120. Swim shorts by Orlebar Brown, £175. Sunglasses model’s own | Sweatshirt by Polo Ralph Lauren, £80.
Swim shorts by Robinson Les Bains £150 | Swim shorts by Frescobol Carioca, £150. Sunglasses by Ray-Ban, £87
This page, top to bottom Sweatshirt by Polo Ralph Lauren, £80. Shirt by Canali, £120. Shorts by Polo Ralph Lauren £85 | T-Shirt by James Perse £85.
Jumper by Folk, £135. Shorts by Gieves & Hawkes, £125. Shoes by Harrys of London, £345
Opposite, top to bottom Jacket by Hugo Boss, £630. Shirt by Vilebrequin, £155. Trousers by Gant, £130 | Jacket by dunhill £POA. Shirt by Theory, £185.
Trousers by dunhill, £210 | Shirt by Turnbull & Asser, £200. Jacket by Boglioli, £440. Shorts by J.Crew, £65
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Opposite Shirt by Turnbull & Asser, £185. Jacket by Gieves & Hawkes, £595. Trousers by dunhill, £210
This page Shirt by Canali, £115. Jacket by dunhill£1,210. Trousers by Club Monaco, £130
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Opposite Shirt by Turnbull & Asser, £185. Jacket by Gieves & Hawkes, £595. Trousers by dunhill, £210
This page Shirt by Canali, £115. Jacket by dunhill£1,210. Trousers by Club Monaco, £130
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Like her predecessors, Illusion V represents the
latest in a series of yachts built for this client through
Camper & Nicholsons broker Alex Lees-Buckley
and is available to charter in the Mediterranean
throughout the summer season and the Caribbean
and Bahamas throughout the winter season.
www.camperandnicholsons.com.

Length 		
Builder 		
Interior designer
Year 		
Guests 		
Crew 		
Prices 		

58m (190’3)
Benetti
Green & Mingarelli
2014
12
13
from US$350,000 per week

This page: Suit and shirt by Hardy Amies
Opposite: Joe wears: T-Shirt by Margaret Howell, £65. Jacket by Gieves & Hawkes, £595 | Andrew wears: Shirt by Vilebrequin, £155. Trousers by Sunspel, £115 |
George wears: Shirt by Berluti, £310. Trousers, £115; belt, £170, both by Tod’s. Sunglasses by Ray-Ban, £87
Grooming by Laura Dexter using Tom Ford. Photographer’s Assistant: Bryce Torrance. Models: Andrew Hulme and Joe Quigg @ Storm, George Elliott @ Unsigned
Group. Shot on location in Malta with Camper & Nicholsons - camperandnicholsons.com with thanks to the crew.
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